Reusable Cup Cozy

STUDENT INSTRUCTIONS

Materials you will need:

1 coffee sleeve pattern
2 (roughly) 11in X 8in pieces of patterned fabric
1 (roughly) 11 X 8in filler fabric

STEP ONE
Cut out your coffee sleeve pattern.

STEP TWO
Line up the patterned fabric. For these instructions, it is very important to pay attention to how the fabric lines up! This is so that the end result has the desired outside pattern showing.

For this step, place both pieces of patterned fabric together so that the design is on the outside.
STEP THREE
Pin the coffee sleeve pattern to the patterned fabric.

STEP FOUR
Using fabric scissors, cut along the edge of the pattern. **IF you are new to sewing, fabric scissors should be used ONLY for fabric to keep them sharp.**

Once you unpin the pattern, you should have two identical pieces of fabric! Set them aside for now.

STEP FIVE
Pin the Coffee sleeve pattern to the filler fabric.
STEP SIX

Using fabric scissors, cut along the edge of the pattern. Once you unpin the fabric, you should have all three pieces ready!

STEP SEVEN

Line up the three fabrics! Make sure that it goes:

- Filler Fabric on top
- One piece of patterned fabric with design down
- One piece of patterned fabric with design up

Check the photo to make sure it matches your pieces, and then pin the fabrics together.

STEP EIGHT

Check in with a Makerspace staff member if you are new to our sewing machines. Make sure to familiarize yourself with the settings on the sewing machine covers.
STEP NINE

Sew ONLY three of the sides together. You’ll need the fourth side open to flip the fabric right-side out. You want to leave about a 1/8 inch distance between the edge of the fabric and the seam.

STEP TEN

Flip the cozy right-side out.
STEP ELEVEN
Fold the fourth edge in so that it hides the edge of the fabric. Sew this side closed.

STEP TWELVE
Overlap the ends of the cozy (pictured below) and sew them shut. Make sure not to overlap fabric that you don’t want to be sewed.
CONGRATULATIONS!